Religious Fest Begins

The Carnatic violin performance rendered by Padma Bhushan T N Krishnan marked the commencement of ‘Yaksha’, the one-week music and dance festival now underway at Isha Yoga Centre as part of Shivratri celebrations. The grand performance began against the backdrop of Linga Bhairavi Temple was accompanied by Thrissur K M S Mani on mridangam and Radhakrishnan on ghatam. The liberating music was a divine exposition with the veteran performing saramati ragam and mokshamu song by Saint Tyagaraja in adi tala. The debut event of the festival put forward by the virtuoso of Carnatic violin was lauded for his expressional restraint. The concert was followed by a vibrant procession of the deity. Followed was a fire dance performed as a tribute to the Lord.

Violin maestro Padma Bhushan T N Krishnan performing at Isha Yoga Centre recently, kick-starting the week-long Shivratri celebrations.